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Code No: 114AC                                       Set No. 1 
JAWAHARLAL NEHRU TECHNOLOGICAL UNIVERSITY HYDERABAD 

II B.Tech. II Sem., I Mid-Term Examinations, February– 2015 
                                NETWORK THEORY 

Objective Exam 
Name: ______________________________ Hall Ticket No.  
 
Answer All Questions. All Questions Carry Equal Marks. Time: 20 Min. Marks: 10. 
 
 I  Choose the correct alternative: 
  
1. In delta connected circuit when one resistor is opened, the power will be ________      [ ] 
  A) Zero             B) Reduced by 2/3  C)   Reduced by 1/3               D) Unchanged  
 
2. Three identical impedances are connected in delta to a 3-phase supply of 400V. The line current is 34.65A and 

the total power taken is 14.4 KW. The resistance of the load in each phase (in ohms) is ________  [ ] 
A) 20       B) 16    C) 12     D) 10 
 

3. A 3-phase star connected symmetrical load consumes P watts of power from a balanced Supply. If the same load 
is connected is connected in delta to the same supply, the power consumption will be _________   [ ] 
A)  P      B)   P    C) 2P     D) 3P 
 

4. An AC source of 200V rms supplies active power of 600W and reactive power of 800 VAR. The rms current 
drawn from the source is ___________                                         [ ] 
A) 10A      B) 5A    C) 3.75A     D) 2.5A 
 

5. In an R-L circuit having impedance angle  is switched in when the applied sinusoidal voltage wave is passing 
through an angle , there will be no switching transient if _        [ ] 
A)  -  = 0   B)  +  = 0   C)  -  = 900   D)  +  = 900 

 
6. In two wattmeter method of power measurement, one of the wattmeter will show negative reading when the load 

power factor angle is __________                  [ ] 
A) Less than 300   B) Less than 600  C) Greater than 300   D) Greater than 600 

 
7. The final value theorem is used to find __________            [ ] 

A) Steady state value of the system output  B) Initial value of the system output 
C) Transient behavior of the system output   D) Steady state value of the system in put 
 

8. The transient current in a RLC circuit is oscillatory when _________    [ ] 
A) R = 0    B) R > 2    C) R < 2   D) R = 2  

9. The circuit shown in Fig.1 is initially relaxed. At t = 0+_____               [ ] 
A) v = 0V    B) i  = 0A    C) v = 100 V    D) i = ∞ 

 

 
  Fig. 1  
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10. The time constant of the circuit shown in Fig. 2 is ________     [ ] 

 
                                                           Fig. 2 

A) C(R1+ R2)              B) C R1R2/ (R1+ R2)      C) CR1      D) CR2 
  
II Fill in the blanks: 
 
11. In an electric circuit voltage and current are given as V = 10 + j 20 and I = 10 + j10; the  

values of P and Q are _______________ 
 
12. In the power measurement by two wattmeter method tan  = ____________ 
 
13. In a 3-phase, 4-wire balanced system, the line currents are i1, i2, i3. The value of the current in the 

neutral is ______________ 
 
14. Inductor does not allow sudden changes in _________________ 
 
15. Laplace transform analysis gives _____________ and ___________  responses.  
 
16. The transform impedance of inductance  L is given as  ____________ 
 
17. Inductor with initial current I0 can be replaced by ____________ at t= 0+ ( Initial state)  
 
18. Capacitor without initial value acts as ____________ at t= ∞ (Steady state)  
 
19. Time constant of series RC circuit is ____________ 
 
20. Network function is defined as ______________ 
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Answer All Questions. All Questions Carry Equal Marks. Time: 20 Min. Marks: 10. 

 
 I  Choose the correct alternative: 
  
1. An AC source of 200V rms supplies active power of 600W and reactive power of 800 VAR. The rms current 

drawn from the source is ___________                                         [ ] 
A) 10A      B) 5A    C) 3.75A     D) 2.5A 
 

2. In an R-L circuit having impedance angle  is switched in when the applied sinusoidal voltage wave is passing 
through an angle , there will be no switching transient if _        [ ] 
A)  -  = 0   B)  +  = 0   C)  -  = 900   D)  +  = 900 

 
3. In two wattmeter method of power measurement, one of the wattmeter will show negative reading when the load 

power factor angle is __________                  [ ] 
A) Less than 300   B) Less than 600  C) Greater than 300   D) Greater than 600 

 
4. The final value theorem is used to find __________            [ ] 

A) Steady state value of the system output  B) Initial value of the system output 
C) Transient behavior of the system output   D) Steady state value of the system in put 
 

5. The transient current in a RLC circuit is oscillatory when _________    [ ] 
A) R = 0    B) R > 2    C) R < 2   D) R = 2  
 

6. The circuit shown in Fig.1 is initially relaxed. At t = 0+_____               [ ] 
A) v = 0V    B) i  = 0A    C) v = 100 V    D) i = ∞ 

 

 
  Fig. 1  
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7. The time constant of the circuit shown in Fig. 2 is ________     [ ] 

 
                                                           Fig. 2 

A) C(R1+ R2)              B) C R1R2/ (R1+ R2)      C) CR1       D) CR2 
 

8. In delta connected circuit when one resistor is opened, the power will be ________      [ ] 
  A) Zero             B) Reduced by 2/3  C)   Reduced by 1/3               D) Unchanged  
 
9. Three identical impedances are connected in delta to a 3-phase supply of 400V. The line current is 34.65A and 

the total power taken is 14.4 KW. The resistance of the load in each phase (in ohms) is ________  [ ] 
A) 20       B) 16    C) 12     D) 10 
 

10. A 3-phase star connected symmetrical load consumes P watts of power from a balanced Supply. If the same load 
is connected is connected in delta to the same supply, the power consumption will be _________   [ ] 
A)  P      B)   P    C) 2P     D) 3P 

 
II Fill in the blanks: 
 
11. Inductor does not allow sudden changes in _________________ 
 
12. Laplace transform analysis gives _____________ and ___________  responses.  
 
13. The transform impedance of inductance  L is given as  ____________ 
 
14. Inductor with initial current I0 can be replaced by ____________ at t= 0+ ( Initial state)  
 
15. Capacitor without initial value acts as ____________ at t= ∞ (Steady state)  
 
16. Time constant of series RC circuit is ____________ 
 
17. Network function is defined as ______________ 

 
18. In an electric circuit voltage and current are given as V = 10 + j 20 and I = 10 + j10; the  

values of P and Q are _______________ 
 
19. In the power measurement by two wattmeter method tan  = ____________ 
 
20. In a 3-phase, 4-wire balanced system, the line currents are i1, i2, i3. The value of the current in the 

neutral is ______________ 
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 I  Choose the correct alternative: 
  
1. In two wattmeter method of power measurement, one of the wattmeter will show negative reading when the load 

power factor angle is __________                  [ ] 
A) Less than 300   B) Less than 600  C) Greater than 300   D) Greater than 600 

 
2. The final value theorem is used to find __________            [ ] 

A) Steady state value of the system output  B) Initial value of the system output 
C) Transient behavior of the system output   D) Steady state value of the system in put 
 

3. The transient current in a RLC circuit is oscillatory when _________    [ ] 
A) R = 0    B) R > 2    C) R < 2  D) R = 2  
 

4. The circuit shown in Fig.1 is initially relaxed. At t = 0+_____               [ ] 
A) v = 0V    B) i  = 0A    C) v = 100 V    D) i = ∞ 

 

 
  Fig. 1  
 

5. The time constant of the circuit shown in Fig. 2 is ________     [ ] 

 
                                                           Fig. 2 

A) C(R1+ R2)             B) C R1R2/ (R1+ R2)     C) CR1      D) CR2 
 
6. In delta connected circuit when one resistor is opened, the power will be ________      [ ] 
  A) Zero             B) Reduced by 2/3  C)   Reduced by 1/3               D) Unchanged  
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7. Three identical impedances are connected in delta to a 3-phase supply of 400V. The line current is 34.65A and 

the total power taken is 14.4 KW. The resistance of the load in each phase (in ohms) is ________  [ ] 
A) 20       B) 16    C) 12     D) 10 
 

8. A 3-phase star connected symmetrical load consumes P watts of power from a balanced Supply. If the same load 
is connected is connected in delta to the same supply, the power consumption will be _________   [ ] 
A)  P      B)   P    C) 2P     D) 3P 
 

9. An AC source of 200V rms supplies active power of 600W and reactive power of 800 VAR. The rms current 
drawn from the source is ___________                                         [ ] 
A) 10A      B) 5A    C) 3.75A     D) 2.5A 
 

10. In an R-L circuit having impedance angle  is switched in when the applied sinusoidal voltage wave is passing 
through an angle , there will be no switching transient if _        [ ] 
A)  -  = 0   B)  +  = 0   C)  -  = 900   D)  +  = 900 

 
II Fill in the blanks: 
 
11. The transform impedance of inductance  L is given as  ____________ 
 
12. Inductor with initial current I0 can be replaced by ____________ at t= 0+ ( Initial state)  
 
13. Capacitor without initial value acts as ____________ at t= ∞ (Steady state)  
 
14. Time constant of series RC circuit is ____________ 
 
15. Network function is defined as ______________ 

 
16. In an electric circuit voltage and current are given as V = 10 + j 20 and I = 10 + j10; the  

values of P and Q are _______________ 
 
17. In the power measurement by two wattmeter method tan  = ____________ 
 
18. In a 3-phase, 4-wire balanced system, the line currents are i1, i2, i3. The value of the current in the 

neutral is ______________ 
 
19. Inductor does not allow sudden changes in _________________ 
 
20. Laplace transform analysis gives _____________ and ___________  responses.  
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 I  Choose the correct alternative: 
  
1. The transient current in a RLC circuit is oscillatory when _________    [ ] 

A) R = 0    B) R > 2    C) R < 2    D) R = 2  
 

2. The circuit shown in Fig.1 is initially relaxed. At t = 0+_____               [ ] 
A) v = 0V    B) i  = 0A    C) v = 100 V    D) i = ∞ 

 

 
  Fig. 1  

3. The time constant of the circuit shown in Fig. 2 is ________     [ ] 

 
                                                           Fig. 2 

A) C(R1+ R2)              B) C R1R2/ (R1+ R2)      C) CR1       D) CR2 
 
4. In delta connected circuit when one resistor is opened, the power will be ________      [ ] 
  A) Zero              B) Reduced by 2/3  C)   Reduced by 1/3               D) Unchanged  
 
5. Three identical impedances are connected in delta to a 3-phase supply of 400V. The line current is 34.65A and 

the total power taken is 14.4 KW. The resistance of the load in each phase (in ohms) is ________  [ ] 
A) 20       B) 16    C) 12     D) 10 
 

6. A 3-phase star connected symmetrical load consumes P watts of power from a balanced Supply. If the same load 
is connected is connected in delta to the same supply, the power consumption will be _________   [ ] 
A)  P      B)   P    C) 2P     D) 3P 
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7. An AC source of 200V rms supplies active power of 600W and reactive power of 800 VAR. The rms current 

drawn from the source is ___________                                         [ ] 
A) 10A      B) 5A    C) 3.75A     D) 2.5A 
 

8. In an R-L circuit having impedance angle  is switched in when the applied sinusoidal voltage wave is passing 
through an angle , there will be no switching transient if _        [ ] 
A)  -  = 0   B)  +  = 0   C)  -  = 900   D)  +  = 900 

 
9. In two wattmeter method of power measurement, one of the wattmeter will show negative reading when the load 

power factor angle is __________                  [ ] 
A) Less than 300   B) Less than 600  C) Greater than 300   D) Greater than 600 

 
10. The final value theorem is used to find __________            [ ] 

A) Steady state value of the system output  B) Initial value of the system output 
C) Transient behavior of the system output   D) Steady state value of the system in put 

 
II Fill in the blanks: 
 
11. Capacitor without initial value acts as ____________ at t= ∞ (Steady state)  
 
12. Time constant of series RC circuit is ____________ 
 
13. Network function is defined as ______________ 

 
14. In an electric circuit voltage and current are given as V = 10 + j 20 and I = 10 + j10; the  

values of P and Q are _______________ 
 
15. In the power measurement by two wattmeter method tan  = ____________ 
 
16. In a 3-phase, 4-wire balanced system, the line currents are i1, i2, i3. The value of the current in the 

neutral is ______________ 
 
17. Inductor does not allow sudden changes in _________________ 
 
18. Laplace transform analysis gives _____________ and ___________  responses.  
 
19. The transform impedance of inductance  L is given as  ____________ 
 
20. Inductor with initial current I0 can be replaced by ____________ at t= 0+ ( Initial state)  
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